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Investigating What Constitutes an Effective Math Teacher

Everyday many students often question why mathematics is useful and wonder if it will

ever be used beyond their years in school. Learning mathematics is an important part in the

development of one’s cognitive thinking and reasoning. Mathematical skills and knowledge

train the brain in diverse areas, which are not limited to strategic and analytical thinking and

complex problem solving. A critical factor in the learning of mathematics is the effectiveness

of the educators. A full knowledge of advanced mathematics qualifies the teacher in subject

matter but does not necessarily make them an effectual educator. “The fragmentation of

the U.S. teachers mathematical knowledge coincides with the fragmentation of mathematics

curriculum and teaching in the U.S. found by other researchers as major explanations for

unsatisfactory mathematics learning in the United States” (Ma, 1999). We will examine what

constitutes an effective mathematics teacher. An effective mathematics teacher possesses

not only the knowledge of advanced mathematics, but also a deep understanding of the

elementary mathematics they teach.

Advanced mathematics courses give educators the comprehension of specific topics, pro-

cedures, and concepts, as well as the relationships among them. Knowing the nature and

discourse of mathematics prepares the teacher to respond appropriately to their students’

mental engagement and reflective thought about the ideas and concepts presented. “In plan-

ning the student’s lesson and orchestrating discussion, the teacher has drawn on knowledge of

how to teach (pedagogical content knowledge), but in understanding the students’ responses

and determining the goal of the lesson the teacher must also draw on subject matter knowl-

edge” (Ma, 1999). Many mathematics teachers view and teach mathematics in a way such

that it is all a set of rules and procedures. For example, students are typically taught the

Pythagorean theorem in middle school as a way to find the length of the sides of a triangle.
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In most cases, the teacher writes the equation a2 + b2 = c2 on the board and explains that

a and b are the lengths of the shorter sides of the triangle and c is the hypotenuse. Then he

or she may instruct the students that they can substitute values in for two of the variables

to find the unknown length. However, most teachers do not show why the Pythagorean

theorem works and why the sum of the squares of the lengths of the shorter sides equal

the square of the hypotenuse. Many advanced mathematics courses examine theorems like

the Pythagorean theorem and investigate why they are true by studying their proofs. It is

essential for teachers to be able to make connections between the concepts and procedures

ranging from simple to complex. When this connectedness is used in teaching, it prevents

students from having learning gaps and takes isolated topics and turns them into a complete

body of knowledge. Teachers having a full understanding of the mathematics curriculum

have the ability to revisit and reinforce critical concepts like the Pythagorean theorem, the

division algorithm, and the Binomial theorem. This also creates a proper foundation for

what students will learn later. In the United States, most teachers have a bachelor’s degree

or higher. However in China, teachers do not complete high school. Instead, they spend

time learning and understanding the mathematics they teach and ways it can be presented

to students. “Pedagogical content knowledge is known as the ways of representing and

formulating the subject to make it comprehensible to others” (Ma, 1999). The way the Chi-

nese have developed experienced and mathematically confident teachers outperforms those

of the United States. Teachers must learn to combine their knowledge of mathematics and

make connections between concepts. That is, not only be able to show step-by-step how

an algorithm works, but also why that sequence of steps makes sense. “Teachers should be

able to characterize, implement, and evaluate critically a range of approaches, from those

in which the teacher states and exemplifies rules, to those in which the student detects pat-

terns in situations, and formulates and verifies conjectures” (National Council of Teachers

of Mathematics, 1990).

I think it is critical for mathematics teachers of all levels to study advanced mathematics

for many reasons. Undergraduate collegiate level mathematics should be learned because

the courses delve deeper into the curriculum and we learn why the procedures we previously
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learned work the way they do, and why the laws and theorems are true. A survey was

conducted among several professors and was proceeded by a roundtable discussion on the

topic. In discussion, one professor stated, ”If you want to teach mathematics, you obviously

have a passion for it. If you have a passion for something, you should want to learn it to its

fullest extent whether it is used everyday or not.” Several upper level mathematics courses

are not used as part of the curriculum of elementary mathematics, but having studied these

advanced level topics provides a teacher with a better mathematical mind. Although I do

believe studying advanced mathematics is essential for future mathematics teachers, mathe-

matics education classes are also of extreme importance. However, sometimes it is difficult to

bridge what teachers learn in advanced mathematics courses and make the connection back

to elementary mathematics. Mathematics education classes strengthen that connection and

can significantly deepen, extend, and unify their personal understanding of the mathematics

they teach in the classroom. Spending time exploring unifying concepts would significantly

help make that transition. Another professor added to the discussion, “Mathematics educa-

tion courses are very necessary but are not sufficient on their own to prepare future teachers.

It is a combination of both upper level course work and math education classes that best

prepare them.” Many mathematics textbooks compartmentalize concepts which creates a

learning gap for the students. Being able to use the in-depth knowledge learned at the colle-

giate level and making the connection of how it applies to the concept at hand prevents the

students from fragmented thinking. Also, the teacher must be able to understand multiple

perspectives. Frequently in mathematics, various approaches to one solution exist. Having

more than one approach, representation, and explanation creates a flexible understanding

in the classroom. For example, there are different approaches to solving a division problem

involving mixed numbers such as 23
4
÷ 1

2
. We can solve the problem one way by using algebra,

23
4
÷ 1

2
⇒ 11

4
÷ 1

2
⇒ 11

4
· 2
1

= 22
4

= 11
2

= 51
2

but we can also solve using pictures. We have two whole circles divided into fourths, and

three fourths of a whole circle.
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Now we want to find how many halves there are in total.

We can see that there are five and one half left over, which is the same answer we got using

algebra. Being able to see and count the halves in the picture is a much better representation.

In my experience as a future teacher, I have had the opportunity to go into a high school

classroom and teach a few lessons and evaluate my performance. The first time I went into

the classroom, I lectured at the board for majority of the class period and the rest of the

time I spent letting the students practice some examples. While I was lecturing, the students

paid attention and took notes, but it was difficult to determine if they were following and

understanding the material. I showed step-by-step how to “switch” the variables x and y

and solve for x to find the inverse function. I was teaching the procedure of how to find the

inverse of a function, but I did not feel as though the students were grasping what exactly

the inverse function was and it’s properties. Mathematics education classes prepare future

teachers, like myself, to be able to approach concepts in a way that is not just showing

the students a procedure, but is also giving multiple representations of the concept so they

can fully understand the material. We learn to use technology such as Geometer’s Sketch

Pad, Geogebra, TI-Inspire calculators, etc. to support the arithmetic and provide visual

representation. When evaluating my first in-class teaching experience, I quickly noticed I

needed to add more hands-on activities for the students to investigate and discover functions

and their inverses, as well use Geogebra on the projection screen to graph the functions.

After evaluating and re-planning my lesson, I re-taught the same lesson, but with a different
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approach. To begin the lesson, I had the students graph a linear function themselves on

graph paper using a ruler. Then using translucent patty paper, they traced the coordinate

axes and the function onto the patty paper with a colored pencil. I asked the students to

fold the patty paper along the line y = x and trace the original line through the paper. Now

the students were able to use the algebra of “switching the variables and solving for x” to

find the inverse function and visualize the two functions. I proceeded by graphing the two

functions using Geogebra, and as a class we investigated each function’s properties such as

the intercepts and the significance of the point of intersection. The second lesson was also

much more effective than the first because the students were able to learn the concept of

inverse functions in multiple ways: algebraically, graphically, and visually. Similarly, the

division example shown above used two representations to solve the problem. Using both

while teaching can better solidify the concept of dividing fractions for students.

Several concepts are revisited continuously throughout the study of mathematics such as

division. Students are first introduced to division in early education typically in the third or

fourth grade, soon after basic multiplication. In class, teachers may do a few long division

examples on the board and then ask the students to follow her example and try some on

their own. “More often than not, division does not result in a simple whole number, and

a remainder exists” (Walle, 2004). The students learn the steps of division and begin to

see how multiplication is applied in the computation, but do not learn why it works. This

could be a result of the method in which they are taught. Long division is really the division

algorithm. That is, given two positive counting numbers m and n, there exist two unique

integers q and r where q is the quotient and r is the remainder such that 0 ≤ r < n and

m = qn + r. Teachers can show students why long division works by showing the result

on a calculator, but it can be better shown by the division algorithm that an absolutely

correct solution can be obtained for every possible dividend and divisor. In long division,

the divisor is multiplied by some digit that becomes part of the quotient and the product is

placed under the dividend. We subtract the product from part of the dividend and another

digit from the dividend is brought down, and the process repeats. Most students understand

how each step works and the result is an integer and sometimes a leftover or a remainder.
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(Long Division Algorithm, 2001) For example, let’s take 34234÷ 25.

1 3 6 9

25
)

3 4 2 3 4

− 2 5 ↓ | |

9 2 | |

− 7 5 ↓ |

1 7 3 |

− 1 5 0 ↓

2 3 4

− 2 2 5

9

So, 1369 is the quotient and 9 is the remainder. We can check our result using the division

algorithm:

25 · (1369) + 9 = 34225 + 9 = 34234

As an example of how advanced mathematical exposure can strengthen understanding, we

will consider the general procedure of long division. Suppose we wish to divide an integer

a by a positive integer d with d ≤ a. Let an · 10n + an−1 · 10n−1 + . . . + a1 · 10 + a0

denote a in its decimal digit representation. There exist a smallest integer j such that

d ≤ an ·10n+an−1 ·10n−1+ . . .+an−j ·10n−j. We choose an integer qn−j ∈ {0, . . . , 9} such that

d·qn−j ·10n−j is the greatest integer less than or equal to an·10n+an−1·10n−1+. . .+an−j ·10n−j.

We write qn−j ·10n−j directly above an−j ·10n−j in order to align the digits. We then multiply

qn−j ·10n−j by d and place the product, which we will denote by b = bn ·10n+. . .+bn−j ·10n−j,

under the dividend such that each digit is aligned left to right ending with bn−j10n−j. Now,

we subtract bn ·10n+bn−1 ·10n−1+. . .+bn−j ·10n−j from an ·10n+an−1 ·10n−1+. . .+an−j ·10n−j
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and we are left with a quantity L as seen below.

qn−j10n−j

d
)

an · 10n +an−1 · 10n−1+ ... +an−j · 10n−j+ ... +a1 · 10 +a0

−(bn · 10n +bn−1 · 10n−1+ ... +bn−j · 10n−j)

L

First, we have chosen qn−j ·10n−j such that d ·qn−j10n−j is maximal with respect to an ·10n +

. . .+an−j ·10n−j. Upon doing so, we are guaranteed that in the equation a = d·qn−j10n−j+L,

the leftover term L must have less digits than a does, so a new division problem arises. Each

time the leftover term gets smaller, so we proceed until the divisor d is not less than or equal to

the leftover. At that moment, our leftover quantity serves appropriately as the “remainder”

quantity. Having done this, we need to know how each step connects to the next. Using

inductive reasoning, if we can show how to divide L by d, then we have an understanding

for how to divide a by d. Indeed, if L = d · (qn−j−1 · 10n−j−1 + . . . + q1 · 10 + q0) + r with

0 ≤ r < d and a = d · (qn−j · 10n−j) + L, then putting everything together, we have

a = d(qn−j · 10n−j) + L

= d(qn−j · 10n−j) + d(qn−j−1 · 10n−j−1 + · · ·+ q1 · 10 + q0) + r

= d(

n−j∑
k=0

qk10k) + r

= dq + r

This is important because inductive reasoning is an important concept for mathematics

courses at all levels. By the division algorithm, q and r must be unique. Therefore, the q

found using long division is the only value possible when a is divided by d.

Being able to show the procedure for long division as well as understand your answer is

unique as discussed in the division algorithm can help solidify the concept of division for

the students. Although the division algorithm may be briefly introduced in middle school

or high school, it is not fully learned and understood until later advanced mathematics at

the undergraduate level. In advanced mathematics courses such as Number Theory and
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Abstract Algebra, we learn not only how to use various operations and apply concepts to

specific groups of numbers, but how the operations and concepts are applied to every number

or a general group of numbers. Having this knowledge of advanced mathematics creates a

superior platform for teaching lower levels of mathematics because teachers will be able show

students how operations work the way they do.

A teacher with advanced subject matter knowledge combined with pedagogical subject

matter knowledge constitutes as an effective and qualified mathematics teacher. The United

States is constantly seeking to improve our education system and grow in mathematics and

science. With more effective teachers in the classroom, students will better understand

mathematics and be more prepared for their future whether they choose to use mathematics

or not. Learning mathematics gives one the ability to problem solve, think strategically, and

analyze situations, all which are applicable at any aspect of life.
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